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Abstract—The ASEAN, which groups eleven countries, is a very diverse region, with different dynamics that are owned by their respective countries, particularly when associated with education. Diversities can be seen from the many islands, ethnicity, culture, language and religion. Regardless all those differences, these eleven countries share a similar emphasis on human resource development as a key in developing the whole nation to enter the knowledge-based economy and global environment. Pluralism that is the one of the power and uniqueness in the ASEAN economic community that can be interpreted as diversity in unity. Diversity, on one hand is a blessing, because it actually reflects the diversity of the wealth of cultural treasures. But on the other hand, diversity is also great potential for growing proliferation of conflicts, particularly if such diversity is not able to run well. To build the ASEAN community who recognize and appreciate the differences required processes and better understanding through relevant education. Education, as a fundamental human right, is considered very important and strategic for developing their human resources. The right to education imposes an obligation upon countries to ensure that all children and citizens have opportunities to meet their basic learning needs. Promoting Quality and Equity Education is a common policy for countries in Southeast Asia region regardless their different levels of development. Herein lies the importance of multicultural education. Multicultural education becomes strategic for ASEAN nations to be able to manage the plurality creatively. And with the multicultural education can be interpreted also as a process of internalization of the values of multiculturalism itself in educational institutions.

Keywords: cultural diversity, multicultural education, ASEAN Economic Community, character education.

I. Introduction

Globalization will affect the nation and the state, society and even individuals in society. The effect of globalization on a nation occurred in various fields, including in the field of education. In education, globalization has a major influence on educational change, both system and curriculum applied.

In addition to the impact of globalization which must be dealt with, the world of education have a new challenge to be faced is competing in the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC). Education condition in some countries of ASEAN ready or not ready adamantly to take part in the current global capitalization in the domain of applicability MEA. In application of few of the policy is taken more or less related to education, because it is assumed through pendidikanlah labor-

power printed with the competencies that are expected to compete globally.

Southeast Asia is a region covering 4.889,942 sq km which consist of 3,219,506 sq km land and the rest, 1,670,436 sq km is water. It has eleven member countries (Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam and Timor Leste), with a combined total population of around 556 million. The number of population varies from the fourth world populous country like Indonesia with 241 million people to the least populous country like Brunei Darussalam (372,361, July 2015 est.). They are different not only in terms of number of population but also in terms of geography, culture, and level of socio-economic development.

Regardless all those differences, these ten countries share a similar emphasis on human resource development as a key in developing the whole nation to enter the knowledge-based economy and global environment. It is realized that we are moving fast forward the situation in which all nations operate in a global market environment. No country can grow in isolation. ASEAN countries are facing unprecedented challenges, brought by the convergent impacts of globalization, the increasing importance of knowledge as a principal driver of growth and the ICT revolution. Education, as a fundamental human right, is considered very important and strategic for developing their human resources. The right to education imposes an obligation upon countries to ensure that all children and citizens have opportunities to meet their basic learning needs. Promoting Multicultural Education, Quality and Equity Education is a common policy for countries in Southeast Asia region regardless their different levels of development.

II. Cultural Diversity and Multiculturalism

To build character we can strengthen community identity and resilience of ASEAN are multicultural, which has a wide variety of cultures. Cultural diversity is one of the nation's wealth in ASEAN, which became one of the foundation in and the nation in the ASEAN region, including in the development of educational programs.

Recognition of cultural diversity was almost as congruent with the principles of multiculturalism, which
is based on the ‘politics of recognition’, recognizes every citizen has equal footing with each other. No less important, the recognition of diversity is based on the principle of mutual respect and respect in the midst of differences (Mitaray, 2000; Banks, 2004, Bokhorst-Heng, 2007).

Cultural diversity and multi-culturalism in ASEAN can give color to each of the entities and cultural groups that exist in each ASEAN member country, and at the same time will encourage the ASEAN economic community to promote education in the principles of understanding in diversity. Therefore, awards cultural diversity should not be considered complete or allowed to develop by itself; instead they should be reinforced constantly through various channels of social interaction and education at various levels.

In the context of cultural diversity and the multicultural nations in the ASEAN needs to reinforce and internalize the values, such as: identity and resilience; personality and strong character; cling to democratic values and civility; high appreciation of the law and order; social justice, politics, and economics; have a formal individual piety and piety communal-social as well; civilized (civility) in the sphere of civil society; appreciate diversity and multicultural life; and have a perspective of local, national and global at the same time.

Furthermore, it can be interpreted that the ASEAN community that has cultural diversity and multicultural is a plural society have fundamental characteristics such as: (1) promoting mutual respect; (2) understanding life together lasting territories; and (3) to support each other's progress and strength of the economy and education.

a) Multicultural Education

The roots of multicultural education, coming from the attention of a US education experts, Prudence Crandall (1803-1890) are intensively propagate views on the significance of the background of learners, both in terms of aspects of culture, ethnicity, and religion. Educational attention in earnest background of learners is the forerunner for the emergence of multicultural education (Banks, 2008).

Thus, in general, is the concept of multicultural education and practical education that attempts to provide an understanding of the diversity of race, ethnicity, and culture in a society. The goal is for people to live in peace among communities of different racial, ethnic, cultural, and religious differences (Charlesworth, 2008).

Multicultural comes from the word that means lots and multi-cultural/ culture that means the culture or customs. Gorski (2005) defines multiculturalism comes from the root word multi (many), culture (cultural, and culturalism). Essentially, the multiculturalism entails recognition of the dignity of human beings who live in the community with the culture of each unique. this means that the concept of multiculturalism implies that every human being with various tribes, religions, races, customs and traditions are valued and respected presence in the life of a nation and the state. This means there is no view that the same care should be contested, but should seen as a diversity that must be knitted as well in order to give a sense of beauty, comfort, peace, harmony, and a sense of security. According Mason (2013) mentioned that multiculturalism is an honest effort to organize pluralistic society into a multicultural society that is harmonious at once dynamic because their respect for freedom and human equality. In this case multiculturalism emerged as an attempt to build a harmonious society (secure, peaceful, tolerant) which has a multi-cultural (traditional, religion, race, ethnicity) in order to live together in peace and harmony. Thus we need an honest effort of the organizers of the country (the legislative, executive and judicial) to manage the community of nations in order to manifest the life of a harmonious society (tolerant, harmonious, peaceful) in the diverse cultures, religions, races, customs, and arts and culture).

Andersen and Cusher (1994) in Tilaar (2004) states that multicultural education can be defined as education about cultural diversity. Then, Hermino (2014) defines multicultural education as education that want to explore the differences as a gift from God, and we are able to address these differences with a full-tolerant. Similarly, Gorski & Pothini (2014) argues that simply multicultural education is education about the diversity of cultures in response to demographic and cultural changes in a specific community or even the world globally.

Multicultural education is a synthesis of anti-racist education approach and multi-cultures used internationally in the 60s to 90s (Hoffman, 1996). In ASEAN since its inception has had a lot of diversity of culture, ethnicity, language and religion. It is this diversity that is often termed multicultural or intercultural. Both terms describe a situation where there are a lot of culture in a country (Tilaar, 2004).

Furthermore, Gorski & Pothini (2014) stated that the underlying goal of multicultural education is to effect social change. The pathway toward this goal incorporates three strands of transformation: (1) the transformation of self; (2) the transformation of schools and schooling; and (3) the transformation of society.

Based on the understanding of the above it can be interpreted that the purpose of multicultural education is to be able to respect cultural diversity and encourage them significantly to be able to recognize and eliminate prejudice and discrimination that already exists. In essence, multicultural education has five focal issues, such as: (1) the process of education that respects, recognizes and celebrates the differences in all areas of human life. Multicultural education stimulate
students to the fact that developed in the community, which is a way of life, customs, culture, all of which have enriched human life; and (2) the process of applying balance education and human rights, discrimination against injustice and voicing values that build balance; (3) Multicultural education is based on the pedagogic teachers, pedagogic based on human equality (equity pedagogy); (4) multicultural education aimed at the realization of human intelligent in ASEAN community especially for students during learning process in the school; and (5) the principle of globalization.

b) The Role of Family

Hermeno (2016) mentioned “If there is righteousness in the heart, there will be beauty in the character; if there is beauty in the character, there will be harmony in the home; if there is harmony in the home, there will be order in the nation; if there is order in the nation, there will be peace in the world”.

Considering various dinamika globalization in the field of education today which affect the lives of children in particular, the character education is a very important and strategic step in rebuilding the identity of asean economic community and mobilize society formation asean stronger. But it is important to stress that character education should involve all stakeholders, such as households and families; school; and the wider school environment (society). Therefore, the first step to do is reconnect relations and educational networks barely connected between the three environmental education. Formation of character and character education is not going to work for between three educational environment there is no continuity and harmonization.

Schools, in essence not just a “transfer of knowledge” alone. As stated by Erik, et al (2014), that the school is not solely a place where teachers impart knowledge through a variety of subjects. Schools also are institutions that seek business and process oriented learning on the value (value-oriented enterprise). Furthermore, Rama (2015) also stated that the organization of a school system in itself was an effort of moral (moral enterprise), because it is a deliberate effort to control the pattern of human society development.

Formation of character and character education through schools, thus, can not be done solely through the learning of knowledge, but it is through planting or values education. In general, studies on the value usually includes two key areas, aesthetics, and ethics (or morals, morals, manners). Aesthetics refers to matters of and justification for what he viewed humans as “beautiful”, what they enjoy. While ethics refers to things on and justification of appropriate behavior according to the standards prevailing in society, whether they are from the religion, customs, conventions, and so on. And those standards are moral values or morals about which actions are good and which are bad.

ASEAN comprehensive community clearly has a major influence on the success of planting aesthetic values and ethics for the formation of character, especially to students in school. From the perspective of educational management, Gardner, et al (2008) argues that the social situation with the value system espoused, influence the attitudes and perspectives of society as a whole. If the system of values and their view is limited to the “here and now”, the efforts and ambitions are limited to the here and now as well.

In that context, the meaning of values in character education emphasizing togetherness member concerning the same historical experience, common objectives, the same steps, the same solidarity. Here, the importance of education in the family to bring a shared responsibility in upholding the values of good and prevent bad values that starts within the family to children, which will be useful for the development of life in the future.

Core value of multicultural education is reminiscent of the importance of multicultural education that includes four dimensions; dimensional man with God, man and man, man and the universe, and man with himself.

III. Educational Value

The formation of character is part of the educational value through school is a noble effort is urgently required. In fact, if we talk about the future, the school is responsible not only in print learners who excel in science and technology, but also the identity, character and personality. And it is relevant and contextual not only in countries that are experiencing a crisis of character, but also for developed countries even (McGill, 2013; Yuan, 2011; Jayne, et al, 2015). Enterprises character formation through the school, in addition to character education simultaneously can also be done through education of values with the following steps: first, apply a “modeling” or “exemplary”, ie, socialize and familiarize school environment to revive and uphold moral values and moral right through the model or example. Each of teachers and other educational staff on school premises let to become role models of life (living exemplary) for each learner. They must also be open and ready to discuss with the students about the values of the good.

Second, explain or clarify to the students constantly about the value of the good and the bad. This effort could be accompanied by the measures; reward and cherishing good values and otherwise denounce and prevent the enactment of bad values; affirm the values of good and bad in an open and continuous; provide opportunities for learners to choose different alternatives based on the attitudes and actions; perform free choice
after a deep weigh the consequences of every choice and action; familiarize behave and act on good intentions and prejudices and objectives of the ideal; familiarize behave and act with good patterns are repeated continuously and consistently.

Third, apply a character-based education. This can be done by applying a character-based approach into each subject existing value in addition to specialized subjects for character education, such as religious studies, civics, history, art and culture. Looking at the criticism of these subjects, it is necessary to reorient both in terms of content and approach, so that they not only be verbal and mere rote, but actually managed to help reestablish the character and identity of the nation.

Immediately obvious, character education related to other fields, especially in culture, education, and religion. All of the three areas of past life is closely linked with the values were very important for people in various aspects of life. Culture or culture generally include the noble values that have traditionally been the role model for the community. Education-in addition to covering the transfer and transmission of knowledge-is also a very strategic process in instilling values in order civilized human child. Meanwhile, the teaching of religion also contains a variety of noble values for humans to achieve human dignity and culture.

Observing the foregoing, it is clear that the meaning of values in character education related to other fields, especially in culture, education, and religion. All of the three areas of past life is closely linked with the values were very important for people in various aspects of life. Culture or culture generally include the noble values that have traditionally been the role model for the community (Jayne, et al, 2015; Camicia, 2009; Slavin, 2006). Education-in addition to covering the transfer and transmission of knowledge-is also a very strategic process in instilling values in order civilized human child. Meanwhile, the teaching of religion also contains a variety of noble values for humans to achieve human dignity and culture (Duke, 2000; Epstein, et al, 2002; Fullan, 2007).

a) Transformational Education Leadership in the Globalization Era of ASEAN Economic Community

The word globalization is derived from the word global, which literally means global or universal, comprehensive, universal. The word then became a term which refers to a kedaan where a country with other countries have been fused. Territorial boundaries, cultural, and so is already not an obstacle anymore to perform the unification. Thus literally, globalization means the merging of the various countries that exist on this globe into a single entity. Globalization is a process of making something (an object or behavior) as a characteristic of every individual in this world without being restricted by region (Schein, 1985; Reeves, 2006; Stromquist, 2002; Mason, 2013)

With regard to transformational leadership, then according to Robbins (2005), transformational leadership is leadership where the leader is able to inspire the staff her to be able to prioritize the progress of the organization of the personal interest, and able to provide good care to its staff and is able to change the consciousness of the the staff to be able to cooperate to the fullest and see the organization as a whole unity of view to achieve the goal.

Bass & Riggio (2006) defines transformational leadership is a form of leadership in which the leader is able to expand and improve working interest of its members, or the system of leadership where leaders are capable of triggering sensitivity and acceptance of vision, mission and goals of the organization, and where the leader has control over its members to be able explore their potential for the progress of each organization.

Based on the thought above, then in the face of education in the era of globalization are increasingly complex and with high competitiveness, it is necessary educational leaders who can transform charisma, inspiration, intellectual stimulant, and individual consideration to the interests of the staff as a whole and the development of educational institutions led in accordance with the vision, mission and educational goals to be achieved (Soutworth, 2002; Hallinger, 2003; Moolenaar, et al, 2010; Balyer, 2012; Rodriguez, 2014).

Referring to the above understanding, the transformational leadership in the field of education, especially in Indonesia in addressing the globalization era in the arena of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) is a leadership that can combine three behaviors, the charisma, individualized consideration and intellectual stimulation.

Furthermore, that when education is involved welcoming the ASEAN single market in 2015, the leadership role of transformational education is to prepare skilled human resources, sensitive and critical. Skilled work, sensitive and critical issues in the role. The third skill is absolutely present in ASEan single market. Single market in the era of globalization can not be understood from the economic aspect, but also from non-economic aspects, one of which is in the field of education (Torres, 2002; Soutworth, 2002; Tat-to, 2006; Loomis, et al, 2008; Moolenaar, et al, 2010). That understanding also needs to be built and internalized so that Indonesia became an independent country and dignified. Independent means free from the intervention of other nations in determining the direction of its policies, including policies to educate and welfare of its people through education and dignified means working together with other nations without losing their identity, and this can be optimized through character education in schools.
Competition quality of education in Indonesia also needs to be examined is wise in accordance with the purpose of education in Indonesia. However, the competitive dynamics of global education in ASEAN in the era of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) cannot be circumvented by the education system in Indonesia, and tumpuhan implementation towards global competition in education is certainly relies on educational leadership who have extensive knowledge, and the concept of leadership can combine logic thinking, analytical thinking, and creative thinking in leading educational institutions which it is responsible. The ability of the educational leaders in the era of globalization, which also requires the freedom to innovate in charge, who mandated him to develop their ideas in a way of leading educational institutions to the maximum (Burbules, 2000; Northouse, 2001).

b) Acculturation Character Education in the Learning Systems

One of the key in the dynamics of the globalization of the times in the field of education, is with regard to character education. Character education is very important given to children in schools, it is that the children understand the importance of moral values of humanity and respect for the situation and environmental conditions in the dynamics of the growing progress of education in ASEAN. Character education is very helpful in preparing students into life in the era of globalization. The conditions in line as proposed by Carol Copple, Richard de Lisi, and Irving Sigel as written in Spodek (1982: 3): "... The development of the child is viewed as simple one type of behavioral change. For the leaning theorist, intellectual development consists of an accumulation of gradual learnings, of changes in specific behaviors". The statement can be interpreted that the development of a child's behavior is influenced by the surrounding environment, and it will also affect the outlook and the concept of thinking of children against himself and the surrounding environment.

With regard to the values contained in the learning curriculum, the research conducted by previous researchers (Misco, 2007; Peng et al, 2013; Agrawal, 2013; Mason, 2013) stated that the curriculum used at school- school is the curriculum should be relevant to the needs of the school, both academic interest, as well as with regard to the moral development of the children in the school were still in the rules of the values that characterize education in schools that exist in the face of education in the era of globalization.

Against these values, it is also in line as proposed by Allport, as quoted by Kadaranusmadi (1996: 55) states that the value is: "a belief upon which a man acts by preference. It is this a cognitive, a motor, and above all, a deeply propriate disposition." Understanding the meaning that it is the belief that human preferences used in action. Humans select or choose activities based on the value of his own beliefs. Similarly Ndraha (1997: 27-28) states that the value is abstract, because it was uncertain value contained in something. Something that contains the value (vehicles) there are four kinds, namely: exercise, behavior, attitude and basic.

The ability of teachers to teach character education in schools, then it is as has been done by previous researchers (Mayer et al, 2004; Chan, 2011; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2013; Kopnina, 2013; Mills & Quinn, 2013; Twigg, et al, 2013), that it is very necessary to understand the current situation, both the students and in schools. This is important because with a good understanding by teachers when giving lessons at school, where in the subjects contained values of character education to be achieved, then it implies that the teacher had been giving a good understanding for students to how it should be in learning and this can be done from early childhood education. Even the results of the study by Mayer, et.al (2004) confirmed that with a good understanding of character education for students, it actually has positioned the student in equilibrium Emotional Intelligence (EI) is good.

Character education in the era of globalization, not only apply to students who are in the urban areas alone or in schools that have students who are heterogeneous, but also applies to all education in all areas. It's like the results of research by previous researchers (Hannum et al, 2013; Sargent et al, 2013; Scherrer, 2013; Twigg, et al, 2013), stated that education in areas far from the city also still need to obtain and understand the importance of character education in schools. However, to schools located far from urban areas, where the culture is still strong upheld as a norm of life. Then teaching character education will not be as difficult as teaching it to students in urban areas, where the mindset and plurality in everyday life may influence the development of personality and behavior of students.

Educational leadership which in this case is the principal, is also a study of the implementation of character education. It's like the results of research by previous researchers (Shockley, 2008; Mills & Quinn, 2013; Greenberg et al, 2007; Kalargyrou, 2012) is that as a leader of education, the principals should be able to look at the diversity of cultures that exist at the school, both from the students and the school environment, so that the school can position its existence on the situation and the conditions required by the needs of the students, not only in schools alone, but will be taken on a social life outside of school.

c) Challenges of Multicultural Education in the Globalization on ASEAN Economic Community

The changes that occur today as the impact of scientific and technological advances as well as the influx of globalization brings multidimensional effect. So
it takes a learning approach and a multicultural model with a global perspective to meet the demanding needs of learners, communities and employment in a globalized world.

Global perspective is a perspective or way of thinking to a problem, event or activity from a global perspective; ie from the side of the world or international interest. Therefore, the attitude and actions are also directed to global interests. According Kieu & Chau (2000), the challenge of education in global perspective, one of which is an understanding of multicultural education is not racist to prepare and support the process of intercultural learning, social development and if necessary class action.

Thus, the world of education in an era of economic society asean must understand the issues and global issues such as cultural diversity, political, economic, social, conflict and peace, interdependence among nations in the world, human rights, environmental issues such as environmental degradation, disease and migration and others. Banks (2008) argued for the five dimensions that are related to each other must be understood within the meaning of multicultural education, such as: 1) content integration; integrating different cultures and groups to illustrate basic concepts, generalizations and theoretical subjects/ disciplines; 2) the construction knowledge process; bring learners to understand the cultural implications into a lesson; 3) an Equity Pedagogy; to adjust teaching methods by learning to learners. This is done in order to facilitate a student's academic achievement ranging from racial, cultural and social; 4) prejudice reduction; identify the characteristics of the race and determine the methods of education of students; and 5) train learners to berfartisipasi in sports activities and interact with the entire staff and students of different ethnicity and race in an effort to create a culture of academic.

Thus, education can bring multicultural education capable of creating a society that is educated and uneducated, not a society that is away from the social and cultural reality. Therefore, although the multicultural education in asean economic community level requires an approach that is considered more appropriate for asean heterogeneous society, especially in the period of autonomy and decentralization.

Having seen the conditions that exist in the ASEAN community, then multicultural education in the era of globalization is currently facing three fundamental challenges: first, hegemony phenomenon that occurs in the world of education due to the tug of war between excellence and affordability. Learners in schools segregated according socioeconomic background, religion and ethnicity. Second, the curriculum is based on gender, social economic status, local culture and geography. This indicates imbalance and bias that restricts awareness of multicultural students. Third, the teacher. Feasibility and competence of teachers is needed to manage learning multiculturalism.

Therefore, in order to multicultural education for ASEAN community can be implemented properly, be aware of the various aspects, such as: 1) a multicultural curriculum, 2) teachers, 3) learning process, and 4) evaluation of learning process by using a multicultural approach. First, in regards with a multicultural curriculum. According Tilaar (2004), curriculum model that can be used in multicultural education curriculum includes "official" and "the hidden curriculum", ie unwritten curriculum and planned, but the process of internalization of values, knowledge and skills would occur among the learners. In the official curriculum, multicultural education should be integrated with all subjects and activities across the curriculum. Instead, insight multiculturalism is not included as an additional burden as a new subject in the curriculum that is already very heavy diraskan by teachers and learners. Therefore, the model multicultural curriculum should be able to integrate the learning process values, knowledge and skills "live" in a multicultural society, such as: skillfully negotiate, express and confront differences, conflict resolution, cooperative learning and problem solving. Making of the value of education, knowledge and skills can be designed according to the stages of child development and education. Charges multicultural values need to be designed in a learning process strategy that encourages the internalisation of values.

Second, in regards with the teacher. Curriculum development with a multicultural approach must be preceded by a good socialization, to enable teachers to develop curriculum in the form of syllabus and lesson plans, classroom learning and evaluation in accordance with the principles of multiculturalism. This is due to a major determinant of educational success multikultural are teachers. Therefore, teachers should be familiar with the characteristics of multikultural education so as to develop the curriculum in learning activities which they are responsible. Thus, a teacher through a multicultural approach must be flexible, because to teach in multicultural masyartakat in ASEAN, consideration cultural differences are important things that must be the teacher's attention. Factors such as: building the paradigm of diversity inclusive and moderate in school, respect the diversity of language, build a sense of gender sensitivity, build critical understanding of the inequalities and differences in social status, build anti-discrimination ethnic, appreciate their different abilities and appreciate the differences in age must be packed in the realm learning and awareness in schools, so as to create a notion to understand and accept all the differences that exist in every individual learners and in the end the students are expected to have a strong character to be a democratic, pluralist and humanist.
Third, in regards with learning process. The learning process developed should put learners in the surrounding social reality. That is, the learning process that relies on students to learn in groups and compete in groups in a competitive situation positive. In this way, the differences between individuals can be developed as a strength and a group of students used to live with a variety of diverse cultural, social, economic, intellectual and political aspirations. The learning process can be developed, for example: cooperative learning, problem solving, inquiry, etc.

Fourth, in regards with evaluation of learning process by using a multicultural approach. Evaluation used should include all aspects of learners' abilities and personality in accordance with the purpose and content developed. Evaluation tools are used not only to measure learning outcomes (achievement), complete tetapai provide clearer information about the learning process. The use of alternative assessments are considered attempts to integrate the activities of measurement of learning outcomes with the overall learning process, even the assessment itself is an inseparable part of the whole learning process. Performance assessment, portfolio assessment, assessment rubrik, observation guidelines, interview guides, rating scale, the scale of attitudes, check lists, questionnaires and so on as an assessment tool that can be used to evaluate the learning that uses a multicultural approach.

d) Role of the School Principal

The principal's role in leading the school has three functions, namely as leaders and managers in the field of education in schools they lead; as school leaders to menakodai the wheels of school organization and produce top students and virtuous character well; and as the protector of all citizens of the school in order to jointly work together to promote education in the school. This condition is also as stated by John C. Maxwell in Simon (2010: 16) that in order to progress in the leadership of the school, the principals need to prioritize the interests of the school. The true leader is serving, that is to serve others, serve their interests, and in doing so will not always be popular, but always impressive. Opinion was also in line with that set forth in Mulyasa (2011: 63) that simply school leadership can be interpreted as a way or business principals to influence, encourage, guide, direct, empower and mobilize teachers, staff, students, parents of participants students, school committee, board of education, and other relevant parties, to achieve the goal of character education.

With regard to his leadership, the school principal as a leader as well as managers in the implementation of character education in schools, and the teacher is a leader and manager in the implementation of character education in the classroom (Wiyani, 2012: 68). The school principal giving instructions to teachers to lead and manage students through the transformation of the noble values based on the existing rules and peculiarities of educational values that exist in the school. Against this also as stated World Bank (1999) in Rival & Murni (2009: 789) “Give people a handout or a tool, and they will live a little better. Give them an education, and they will change the world.”. Against this, the principals at the schools need to emphasize to teachers to prepare a lesson plan with good character and include indicators to be achieved in the learning.

e) Role of Teachers in Classroom level

Teacher plays a very strategic especially in shaping the character and developing students' potential. The existence of a reliable teacher at the school, both behaviorally and academically during the learning will position the teacher as someone who eligible to become as a role model and imitated. At the school in general, the role of the teacher as a role model will be very visible. This is because the school teacher is a source of knowledge for students. Character development is not only limited in the habit of advising students. Characters just formed by the contiguity quality of personality in the process of learning together (Noor, 2012: 124).

At the level of the class, the teacher is an important factor that is big influence on the success of character education in schools, even critical to the success of students in developing personal intact (Mulyasa, 2011: 63). Say so, because teachers are the main figures and examples and role models for students. Therefore, in character education teachers should start from himself to anything he does well be good anyway influence on students.

Teachers at the level of the classroom and the school also served to provide exemplary early students. Their exemplary and discourse exemplified by the principal at his school, and it is also in line with that proposed by Dakir (2010: 101): ".... Planting sense of right and further that such measures can be implemented, it is expected for learners will have an attitude, then the value, and eventually formed a personality who religious".

With regard to the preparation of lesson plan, the teacher in this case must be carefully and professional character values that can be achieved by the students. In this, the teacher should also be able to integrate the condition of schools on learning done in class, so the lesson plan that has been prepared by teachers and approved by the school principal can be performed well. Against this, Fitri (2012: 46) also suggests that the strategy of character education can be seen in four of integration, namely: 1) integration into subjects, 2) integration through thematic learning, 3) integration through the creation of an atmosphere in
character and habituation, 4) integration through extracurricular activities, 5) integration between school education programs, families, and communities.

On the other hand, the role of parental involvement is a necessity in the school to support the implementation of character education programs, as well as one of concern from school to help cope with the students who have problems, so that problems can be solved and students can learn and achieve in school. It also points out Hamalik (2010: 183) that teachers play a major role and is responsible for guiding the students to develop their potential and help solve problems and difficulties students dibimbingnya, with the intention that the student is able to independently guide him/herself.

f) Problem of Quality Education

To understand the issue of quality in education it will be easier for us if we look at education as a system with all its interdependent components: inputs, process, outputs and feedback. Under the inputs we have students as raw inputs and curriculum, learning materials, teachers, principals and other educational resource persons, learning facilities and environment as instrumental inputs. The second component, process, is where all inputs interact in the process of teaching-learning to reach educational goals and objectives. The third component, output, is the product of the interaction among the inputs, which can be seen from the student’s improved performances in terms of cognitive, affective, psychomotor domain. Feedback mechanism is another important component of the education system that will give us information on how the system succeeds or fails in achieving goals and objectives.

Quality in education cannot be seen from the output or student learning achievement only, but from other components as well. If we follow the Dakar’s Framework of Action, then the definition of quality is no longer focused only on teaching learning and the classroom. A good quality multicultural education in requires: 1) healthy, well nourished and motivated students; 2) well motivated and professionally competent teacher; 3) active learning techniques; 4) a relevant curriculum; 5) adequate, environmentally friendly and easily accessible facilities; 6) healthy, safe and protective learning environments; 7) a clear definition and accurate assessment of learning outcomes, including knowledge, skills, attitude and values; 8) participatory governance and management; and 9) respect for and engagement with local communities and cultures. (World Education Forum Drafting Committee, 2000).

We cannot expect to have good quality education if the students are not healthy, malnourished, going to school with empty stomachs. Their basic need for food will decrease their attention and motivation from learning. The significant number of people living below the poverty line in the region needs real actions if we really want to improve the quality of education.

Teachers are essential players in promoting quality education. Well trained, highly motivated, dedicated and professionally competent teachers are very important. This is strongly related to the financial reward they get from their profession as teachers. What is important in improving the quality of education is not only having enough number of teachers in school and class, but enough number of good quality teachers which are highly motivated and dedicated to their jobs. This region has a shortage of teachers both in number and quality. In most of the countries, teaching is not an attractive profession financially.

Cambodia has made significant progress in expanding access to primary and secondary schooling in the past ten years. In contrast to access gains, quality improvement has been broadly disappointing. In particular, there appear to be serious urban-rural quality gaps. Roughly one-half of primary school teachers have had little professional training; only two-thirds have completed lower secondary schooling.

The teaching learning process should put the students as subject not as an object. Students must be active in learning and they should not only learn about subject matters but also to learn how to learn. Teachers should play their new role in preparing students for an emerging knowledge-based and technology-driven economy. It is unrealistic to expect the low quality and less dedicated teachers to perform this new role.

A relevant curriculum, which addresses the need of students, community and work place, should be used in good quality education. In most of the countries it is considered that curriculum is overloaded and should be reformed. Mismatching between what students learn at school and what the community or world of work demands is also an issue to address. This is the irrelevant curriculum and teaching learning process that contribute to the widening gap between education institutions and world of work, and finally contributes to increasing unemployment rate.

In majority of the countries we are still lacking learning facilities such as textbooks, libraries, laboratory, and other learning materials both in number and quality. For example, most schools in the more developed rural areas lack of the teaching equipment required by standardization of the Ministry of Education, Libraries remain poorly stocked and out of date. Many schools are yet to get a science laboratory (Finn, et al, 2003).

Not all schools and classrooms in our education institutions are healthy and conducive enough to promote excellence in learning. We need a better governance of education systems that is efficient, accountable, transparent and flexible so that they can respond more effectively to the diverse and continually changing needs of learners and community.
IV. CLOSING

Globalization is a powerful influence and appears on the dynamic development of adult education, and has also made its way into educational policy in the countries of the ASEAN region in general and the national level, Indonesia in particular, are in the process affects the leadership role of the existing education, organizational culture in schools, the practice of teaching and education for its students.

From all of the above it can be concluded that there are entering the era of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) today as globalization brings attention to the area of scrutiny for education in the ASEAN Countries in particular, which give more attention such as: first, the power of the ASEAN community one of them is because of the complexity. This diversity, on the one hand is a blessing, because it actually reflects the pluralism wealth of cultural treasures. But on the other hand, a plurality also has great potential for growing proliferation of conflicts, particularly if such diversity is not able to run well.

Second, to build a society that acknowledges and respects differences educational process is required. And multicultural education to be very strategic to be able to manage the plurality creatively. Hendakannya multicultural education is a process of internalization of the values of multiculturalism itself in educational institutions.

Third, the education in the era of the ASEAN economic community must understand the issues and global issues such as cultural diversity, political, economic, social, conflict and peace, interdependence among nations in the world, human rights, environmental issues such as environmental degradation, disease and migration of the population and so forth.

Fourth, In order for multicultural education in ASEAN can be implemented properly, it must pay attention to various aspects, among others: a multicultural curriculum, teaching staff (teachers), the learning process and evaluation of learning by using a multicultural approach.

Multicultural education in the ASEAN economic community should be carried out by the forward four principles: sincerity, honesty, openness, and commitment themselves. With the meaning of these four ASEAN nations will be able to implement multicultural education that is based on the absence of adverse interests of other nations, and it can be a learning experience for the nations outside ASEAN to live in unity and peace.
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